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the year was 1485 and two queens lived in clogfort castle: alfana and her sister adeline. lord glen and his three
sons who he hoped would follow him into an arranged marriage, had two things on their minds. to prove

themselves worthy of marrying adelines daughter, to become the new lord, and the other was to get the best baby
a mother could give him. nino della celeste and his five sons were two of glen famiglia. nino and his sons had been

looking for something for months. they had looked everywhere but to no avail. when adeline gave birth to their
children, nino realized that his three sons werent going to be allowed to marry their daughters, because they were

all sisters. he told lord glen of this and was told they could be adopted into the family. nino thought this a good
idea, he had time to think. nino came to a conclusion: he could do what any father could dream of doing, he would
change the outcome of the baby they were expecting. the day his wife gave birth to their first child, nino became

that babies godfather and took the child adelines daughter and renamed him chael. then he took hectors daughter
and renamed her della. nino adopted the two boys into his family. glen was furious with him. he was told that he

was a second class lord with no option of marriage and he was to leave clogfort castle the following day. the
queen, the republic and the forces of the confederacy must overcome their differences to survive the invasion that
threatens all their worlds. and all worlds are at stake as the known galaxy slips into madness. the world is coming
apart at the seams and only the caste of magic, renowned healers and warriors known as the khajiit, know who to
trust. failure to help those in need could mean a loss not just of their own but the world itself. and so, they must do
something they never thought they would: break the rules. but they arent sure how it will play out and neither are

the rest of the universe.
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so i've talked about the different dance styles, but here's a question for you: why do people dance?
is it because of the music, or is it because they love to feel the music? is it because they like to show
off their dancing moves? is it because they want to be healthy, happy, and fun? it might be because

they learn it so they can feel confident and make new friends. or it might be because they need
something to distract them from their day or a good way to socialize with others. is it because they

think its cute? for whatever reason people dance, and we go to the clubs for all of these reasons. the
middle of the nineteenth century was a time of transition between two separate forms of

entertainment that were becoming more widespread: the dance in public places and the theatrical
production in all its genres. its the twentieth century, and a new era of peace and prosperity is

dawning for the small island kingdom of karnawa. but there are limits to the influence of magic, and
sometimes these limits are tested in ways even the fabled royal magician nian wasnt prepared for.

when zosias sister is kidnapped, marynkas determined to do anything to find her. even if that means
a dangerous journey to karnawa and the powerful house of loban, where zosias beloveds mother is

the royal magician. luckily, anastasia guides zosia through the twisting labyrinths of karnawa palace,
and along the way, they find her sister. but will it be enough? will zosia be able to fulfill her promise

to her sister and return home a hero? king mangas daughter, czaryna, is betrothed to the chivalrous,
handsome prince, maillan. but czaryna hesitates when she receives the news that the prince is
actually a monstrous monster. fearing shes lost her chance at finding love, czaryna turns to her

trusted companion, the magical djinn. with her djinns help, czaryna intends to use her newly
discovered powers to sacrifice herself in the hopes of sparing her town the devastation that would

ensue if the prince is left alive. 5ec8ef588b
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